FootHuggers Comfort Socks Newsletter
- June 2007 Issue Congratulations to Bonnie Pouliot from Crystal, MN!
Bonnie was the June 2007 winner of a free pair of socks in our new monthly
drawing. Each month, we will draw one name from our email list and that
person will receive a FREE pair of FootHuggers Comfort Socks of their choice.
Since you have joined our mailing list, you are automatically entered in this
drawing every month! Please click the link at the bottom of this email to
update your contact information in our database!
Winners are excluded from future drawings for 6 months.

New Website
Many of you have discovered us at shows we do around the country. The more
shows we do, the more we discover there are many more shows we are
missing. Hard as we try, we simply cannot be everywhere getting the word out
on our products. Therefore, we have recently created a new website focusing
on our most popular item - FootHuggers Comfort Socks.
Our new website is www.foothuggers.com
Foothuggers.com is packed with more information regarding Health Benefits of
FootHuggers Comfort Socks as well as Frequently Asked Questions, Show
Schedules, Testimonials, and our own full-line video infomercial. We will
continually be improving our site and would appreciate feedback from you to
help us address the information you are looking for.
Our original website www.boothuggers.com is still active and will remain active.
Our complete line of products is available from BootHuggers.com

Support Our Troops
It has come to our attention that many of our customers are routinely buying
FootHuggers for their relatives who are serving overseas. We would like to help
in your efforts and show our support. Therefore, we are starting our own
program to help support our soldiers.
Please visit our website for more complete information.

Quote of the Month
I absolutely love these socks! Wearing them dispels any myth suggesting that
all warm socks are equal. Anyone with circulation challenges like me or even
other “freeze baby” types, owe it to themselves to try your FootHugger
Bootsocks. The assurance of soft comfort whisper value everytime I put them
on; and the gentle hug of the lasting warmth, brings the pleasure of pain free
adventures into my reality. From the moment your Bootsocks met my legs it
has been added relief, soothing away little aches and pains I learned to accept
as a diabetic with lymphoedema. Yes, they are definitely worth it!
Joyce, Hinkley, MN

Thank you and have a Great Day!
John & Sarah Tyree

